Abstract. The construction of a (global) approximate solution for a given generalized Abel integral equation may be viewed as a problem of (implicit) interpolation in a prescribed linear space. In this paper, piecewise polynomials (extended spline functions) of a given degree and of class C are used to generate such an approximating function. Results on convergence and error bounds are given, and the practical application of this method is illustrated by a numerical example.
Introduction.
The generalized Abel integral equation has the form (1.1) f G(X' *\ y{t) dt = gix), x E I = [0, a], 0 < a < 1.
Jo ix -t)
It is well known (see, for example, [1, p. 26] ) that (1.1) possesses a (unique) solution y{x) G C{I) if Gix, t) and gix) satisfy the following conditions (which are assumed to hold throughout this paper):
Gix, t) G CiT), dGix, t)/dx G CiT), (i) where T = {ix, t) : 0 ^ t ^ x ^ a].
(ii)
Gix, x) 9± 0, x G /• (iü) Fix) = [ -8it\ dt G C\I).
Observe that under these conditions the limit (1.2) .KO) = lirnGK*)-*"-^ -«)/G(0, 0))
exists. Let N ^ 1 and m 2; 1 be given integers, and define the points {£*} by 0 = £0 < & < • • • < £iv = a. Let ZN = {& : k = 0, 1, • • • , N -1}. The exact solution yix) of (1.1) will be approximated by piecewise polynomials (or extended spline functions) of degree m which are of continuity class C(7) and have the knots ZN. We denote this class of functions by SmW){ZN). An element 5 G Sml0){ZN) has a unique repre- (1.3) six) = píx) + £ 2>*.,-(* -wrr.
i=l »=0
where /?(x) G ï. (see also [3] ). Here,
An approximate solution s G Smi0\ZN) for (1.1) will be found by using an approach which may be regarded as implicit interpolation. To be precise, let
Define the linear functional {£*.,-} by setting
Lk-A1) = ( " ' *(**." 0/(0 A (/ G C(/)), (We note that another possible representation for s{x) is (1.7) with the functions {(* -£*)'} replaced by the Chebyshev polynomials {7\(x)} for the interval <rk. This form is recommended if m is large. Compare also [3] .) The unknown coefficients {ct."} in (1.7) are now determined recursively by requiring that, for a given k, It is clear that Theorem 1 will in general not remain valid if G(x, 0 vanishes at some points in T (we have G(x, 0 ^ 0, by assumption (ii) above). In such cases, the choice of the points {£*} and {xt.,} will be governed by the function G under consideration, in order to get a unique solution for (1.9).
Generalized Abel integral equations of the form (1.1) have recently been considered by Weiss [7] and by Weiss and Anderssen [8] , who used product integration techniques to generate approximate values to X*) at given discrete points in /. It may be of interest to note here that an idea related to the ones used in product integration and in the approach taken in this paper was introduced by Huber [6] in 1939 to find approximate solutions of linear first-kind Volterra integral equations with continuous kernels. ,+i ¿ê^ r ' Kfx t>Pk.Át) dt
-¿2 h;+1 ¿2 bf Kixk.i, typ,.,«) dt + 0(/r+2-°).
This may be rewritten as (2.5) ¿2 &f Gixk-i, t)sCk.At)Axk-i -tra dt = OiH1-").
,-i v\ JH
Here we have made use of the fact that hjhk ^ H/H = irN ^ y for all N, and kH N H ^ yNB g ya. We conclude, by an argument similar to the one used for k = 0, that there exists a 8k > 0 such that for all hk G (0, 8k) the unique solution of (2. , we obtain (using again e(i0) = 0) Table I x -ík. eix) for We conclude by observing that the degree m of s(x) may be treated as a parameter which may be changed anytime during the computation. Furthermore, the knots ZN need not be chosen a priori but may be selected during the computational process, according to the character of the given equation (l.l) and its exact solution X*)-3. Numerical Example. We illustrate the application of the method of piecewise polynomials described above by solving the Abel integral equation Table II  Change 
